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boat accident. Â .Thomas: FYI - I just received the second draft of the referenced
new product description from Ken and the third draft from Gerry Williams from

Enron Power. I will work with both you and the IT group to handle the product. Mark
Senior Counsel, ENA Phone: 713-345-8897 Facsimile: 713-646-3940 E-Mail:

Mark.Greenberg@enron.com Thomas Edison 04/10/2001 10:23 AM To:
Mark.Greenberg@enron.com cc: JWilliams@jw.com Subject: FW: Ken Krisa Product
Description Mark: After some back and forth with Ken Krisa, we have revised the
description (your email of March 26) somewhat. The current description is: EPMI

Short-term will trade Italian ROL/USD and EOL/USD. Trade will be in USD and based
on trade date and time; will be executed as a Long-term Swap and Short-term Strip.
THe current product description is attached. Please let us know if you agree or not.

If you do not agree, would you please let us know with the reasons? Thanks. -
Enronproduct description.docQ: Custom Expression Macro to show extra information

in docked listbox in Access I'm trying to create a VBA Expression Macro for an
Access form with a table that has several columns. I want to add a column of my

own that would be a listbox docked to the left. The column I want to add is not a list
of choices, it's a drop-down list of a table with custom columns. I am using the
following code from my research online and it seems to work fine, except that I

have no clue how to actually put the contents of the query
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